1 Appendix 1: Picture of animation used and link to animation. This picture shows an example of the use of the animation. 5' V 1 : : V ? : : V n : : : No D segment in light chain : : : J 1 : : J ? : : J n : : : : C 3' ==> V κ6 J κ4 <== V κ6 J κ4 C <== V H1 D H7 J H2 C δ <== ==> V H1 D H7 J H2 ==> D H7 J H2 <== 5' V 1 : : V ? : : V n : : : : D 1 : : D ? : : D n : : : : J 1 : : J ? : : J n : : : : C 1 : : C ? : : C n 3'
The animation itself can be found here: http://www.asmscience.org/files/vdjc.html.
Appendix 2:
Computer models of VDJC recombination in B cells.
These documents show computer models of different segments of the antibody molecules that are used in class. These include the V, D, J and C regions. These regions are in different colors so that students can understand that they are separate from each other. As these segments contain a large number of different regions and these numbers change as scientists discover new regions, not all of the possible segments are included. Each student uses their computers to join together the different segments that they selected.
5'L
Appendix 3: Computer models of α, β, γ, and δ segments used in T cell recombination.
These documents show computer models of different segments of the T cell receptor that can be used in class. These include the  ,  and  regions. These regions are in different colors so that students can understand that they are separate from each other. The  region is embedded on the same segment with the  region. As these segments contain a large number of different regions and these numbers change as scientists discover new regions, not all of the possible segments are included. Each student uses their computers to join together the different segments that they selected.
